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Gaslighting is one of the nastiest tricks in a journalist’s book. It's a technique that 
attempts to convince readers, that the truth is a lie and that a lie is the truth. It was a favourite 
technique of Nazi propaganda chief Joseph Goebbels who famously said: ‘Repeat a lie often 
enough and it becomes the truth.’ 

The very worst climate deniers at organisations such as far right TV entertainment channel GB 
News and far right ‘think tank’ the Global Warming Policy Foundation use gaslighting to try to 
convince the public, that the climate emergency is either not real or not serious. On Saturday 
October 7, the Daily Mail shamefully let former BBC political presenter (and co-founder of GB 
News) Andrew Neil use gaslighting to give the impression that the UK public oppose Net Zero.

Andrew Neil refers to Professor of Economics Paul Johnson revising his estimation of the cost 
of getting to Net Zero. Neil fails to explain the primary point: ‘First, it will be costly. Not costly 
relative to doing nothing in the face of climate change. That would be catastrophic.’ 

A recent study in Nature Communications corroborates this. It calculates the cost of climate 
damage  2000 - 2019 is on average $140 Billion per year, totalling $2.8 Trillion. This is $16 
Million per hour.

Please use the QR codes to see the full report and more… 

The Daily Mail did not report what the public really think:

• A majority of people in all voting groups want the UK to reduce its carbon emissions to
Net Zero by 2050. (Source YouGov/TheTimes Polling Data, YouGov July 2023)

• Almost three quarters (73%) of people planning to vote Conservative at the next election
want the UK to reach its Net Zero carbon emissions targets by 2050. (Source: Stick with
Net Zero, Tory voters tell Sunak Politico August 2023)

• Eight out of ten (82%) adults in the UK are worried about climate change. It’s their second
biggest concern after the cost-of-living crisis. (Source: DESNZ Public Attitudes Tracker: 
Net Zero and Climate Change Spring 2023)

• Two-thirds of voters would back a political party which promised to generate more
electricity from renewable sources, such as solar and wind. (Source: Stick with Net Zero, 
Tory voters tell Sunak Politico, August 2023)
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